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Let G be a general or special linear group over a local skew field. Then G is a
totally disconnected, locally compact group, to which G. Willis Math. Ann. 300,
.1994, 341]363 associates its scale function s : G ª N. We compute s on the
subset of diagonalizable matrices. We also consider the projective situation, and we
discuss scale functions on groups of upper triangular matrices. The latter can be
computed completely, provided that the underlying field is commutative. The data
computed suffice to determine the modular functions on the groups considered,
and they facilitate an easy proof of the fact that general or special linear groups
over local skew fields with distinct modules cannot be isomorphic as topological
groups. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 1994, Willis 21 showed that for every element x of a locally
compact, totally disconnected group G, there exists an open compact
subgroup U of G which is tidy for x. This means that U is the complex
product of its subgroups U [ F x kUxyk and U [ F xykUx k,q k g N y k g N0 0
and that D x kU xyk is a closed subgroup of G. Note that U isk g N q q0
 .inflated by conjugation with x, whereas U shrinks. The index s x [y
w y1 xxU x : U is finite and, as Willis proves, is independent of the sub-q q
group U which is tidy for x. The function s : G ª N defined in this way is
called the scale function on G. The first application of tidy subgroups has
w xbeen the proof of a conjecture by Hofmann and Mukherjea 12 that there
w xare no so-called ``strange'' locally compact groups 16, 22 , and they have
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become an important tool in the theory of concentration functions on
w x w xlocally compact groups, see Jaworski et al. 16 , also Jaworski 14, 15 . In all
of these applications, Willis' ideas are used in a rather abstract manner.
Until recently, there were hardly any examples of locally compact, totally
disconnected groups whose scale functions could be computed explicitly,
except for the automorphism groups of homogeneous trees, treated in
Willis' original paper. Now the author has computed the scale functions on
p-adic Lie groups by transferring the calculation to the Lie algebra level
w x10 . In particular, there are explicit formulae for the scale functions on
general and special linear groups over local fields of characteristic 0. The
present article complements these results by discussing scale functions and
tidy subgroups of certain linear groups over local skew fields of arbitrary
 .  .characteristic. We compute the scale functions of GL n, K , SL n, K ,
 .  .PGL n, K , and PSL n, K on the respective subsets of diagonalizable
 .matrices or their cosets . Scale functions on groups of upper triangular
matrices are also discussed; these can be computed completely, provided
that the underlying local field is commutative. The final section is devoted
to applications which illustrate that even partial knowledge of the scale
function can give substantial information on a group.
2. PREREQUISITES AND NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS
If G is a totally disconnected, locally compact group, x g G, and U a
compact open subgroup, we consider the subgroups U of U defined in"
w xthe Introduction. Willis 21 gives a convenient criterion for tidiness of U:
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that U s U U . Then U is tidy for x if and only ifq y
 k yk .x U x l U s U , for e¨ery k g N .q q 0
w xSee also Willis 21, 22 on the following assertions:
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that G is a totally disconnected, locally compact
group. The scale function s on G has the following properties:
 .a If x g G and U is tidy for x, then s is constant on the double coset
UxU. In particular, s is continuous. Furthermore, U is tidy for x n, for e¨ery
 n.  .nn g N, and s x s s x .
 .  .b s x s 1 whene¨er x g G is a compact element.
 .  .  .  y1 .y1c The modular function on G is gi¨ en by D x s s x s x .
 .d s is constant on the conjugacy classes of G.
 .e An element x g G normalizes some open compact subgroup of G if
 .  y1 .and only if s x s s x s 1.
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Now suppose that K is a local skew field, that is, a non-discrete, totally
disconnected, locally compact skew field. Then there is an ultrametric
< < w xabsolute value . on K which induces the given topology, see Weil 20 .
We fix the following notation:
< < < < 4  4R [ x g K : x F 1 , P [ x g K : x - 1 .
THEOREM 2.3. R is the unique maximal compact subring of K, with group
=  < < 4of units R s x g K : x s 1 , and P is the unique maximal proper ideal of
R. The quotient RrP is a finite field. There is an element p g R such that
< =< q < <P s p R s Rp , and K is the discrete subgroup of R generated by p .
w xProof. See Weil 20, Chap. I-4, Theorem 6 .
Note that R, R=, and P are open compact subsets of K. The order q of
 4 lRrP is called the module of K. For l g N s 1, 2, . . . we define P [ p Rl
l   . 4  .  4s Rp s x g K : ord x G l , where ord x g Z j ` is defined viaK K
< < ord K  x . < <p s x . Plainly the sets P constitute a local base at 0 of thel
topology on K ; each P is an open and compact two-sided ideal of R.l
THEOREM 2.4. Let T be a trans¨ ersal of RrP such that 0 g T. Then, for
 .any x g K, there is a unique sequence a in T , with support boundedi ig Z
below, such that x s  a p i.ig Z i
w xProof. See Weil 20, Chap. I-4, Corollary 2 to Theorem 6 .
 .For n g N, we let M n, K denote the ring of n = n-matrices with
entries in K. We define
=GL n , K [ M n , K , PGL n , K [ GL n , K rZ, .  .  .  .
XSL n , K [ GL n , K , PSL n , K [ SL n , K r Z l SL n , K , .  .  .  .  . .
 =.  .  .where Z s Z K 1 is the centre of GL n, K , and we denote by T n, K
the group of invertible upper triangular matrices with entries in K. The
 .  .  .  .quotient morphisms GL n, K ª PGL n, K and SL n, K ª PSL n, K
will be denoted by a and b , respectively. The special linear group
 .SL n, K can also be described as the kernel of the Dieudonne determi-Â
X= = .  .  .nant det : GL n, K ª K, where K s K r K , and, for n G 2, SL n, K
 .  .is the subgroup of GL n, K generated by the elementary matrices B li j
w x  .s 1 q lE , where i / j and l g K, see Artin 1 . Note that SL 1, K si j
 =.XK .
 .  .  .We give GL n, K , SL n, K , and T n, K the topologies induced by
 . n=nM n, K s K , and we give the projective linear groups the respective
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quotient topologies. For l g N, we define
U n [ 1 q P n=n , V n [ U n l SL n , K , .l l l l
Än n Än nU [ a U , V [ b V , .  .l l l l
W n [ U n l T n , K . .l l
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 2.5. GL n, K , SL n, K , PGL n, K , PSL n, K , and
 .T n, K are totally disconnected, locally compact groups. For l g N, the
n n Än Än nrespecti¨ e subsets U , V , U , V , and W are open compact subgroups thatl l l l l
constitute a local basis of the topology at the identity element.
Proof. Clearly each U n is an open compact multiplicative subset ofl
 . nM n, K . An appeal to the Neumann series for inverse proves U Fl
 . nGL n, K and continuity of inversion on U . Since multiplication onl
 .  .GL n, K is continuous, this implies that GL n, K is a topological group.
 . n=n  =.XNote that GL n, K is open in K , hence locally compact. Now K is
= w xclosed in K , being the kernel of the reduced norm, see Draxl 7, p. 165 .
Therefore the quotient topology on K is Hausdorff. Since the DieudonneÂ
 .  .determinant is continuous, SL n, K is a closed subgroup of GL n, K .
w xThe remainder follows easily; see Glockner 9 for the details.È
For l g N, let . : R ª RrP denote the canonical homomorphism, andw l x l
 .  .define a ring homomorphism . : M n, R ª M n, RrP by the prescrip-w l x l
 .  . .tion A s a ¬ a .i j i j w l x
The following lemma is essential for our calculations; it relates reduc-
tion of coefficients to the power series expansions of matrix entries:
LEMMA 2.6. Retain the notation of Theorem 2.4.
 . ` ia Suppose a, b g R, with expansions a s  a p and b sis0 i
` b p i. Then a s b if and only if a s b for 0 F i F l y 1.is0 i w l x w l x i i
 .   .. n nb ;A, B g GL n, R AU s BU m A s B .l l w l x w l x
 .   .  .. n nc ;A, B g SL n, K l GL n, R AV s BV m A s B .l l w l x w l x
 .   .  .. n nd ;A, B g T n, K l GL n, R AW s BW m A s B .l l w l x w l x
 .  . w x  .  .Proof. Part d easily follows from b ; see Glockner 9 for a to c .È
3. SCALE FUNCTIONS ON GENERAL AND SPECIAL
LINEAR GROUPS
 .We remark first that every elementary matrix A g GL n, K is a
 .  .compact element, hence s A s 1 in view of Theorem 2.2 b .
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 .  .THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that A s diag a , . . . , a g GL n, K is gi¨ en1 n
 .  .  .such that ord a F ??? F ord a . Set k [ ord a for 1 F i F n.K 1 K n i K i
Then
 . n  .a The subgroup U [ U of GL n, K is tidy for A, for e¨ery l g N,l
 . k jyk i  .and s A s  q , where s denotes the scale function on GL n, K .iF j
 .  . nb If A g SL n, K , then V [ V is an open compact subgroup ofl
 .  . k jyk iSL n, K which is tidy for A, for e¨ery l g N, and s A s  q , whereiF j
 .s denotes the scale function on SL n, K .
 . nProof. a Let us check first that U [ U is tidy for A. Givenl
 . .k "kB g GL n, K , it is clear that B g U if and only if A BA g U, for all"
k g N . Now for k g Z, one computes0
AkBAyk s a k b ayk , 1 . .i i j j
 k yk .  .  .where ord a b a s k ? k y k q ord b . Hence for B g U, weK i i j j i j K i j
have AkBAyk g U for all k g N, that is, B g U , if and only if b s 0 fory i j
all i, j such that k y k - 0. Analogous considerations apply to U . Hencei j q
U s b g U : k - k « b s 0 , 4 .y i j i j i j
and
U s b g U : k ) k « b s 0 . 2 . 4 .q i j i j i j
In particular, B g U whenever B g U and B is lower triangular, andy
 .B g U if B g U and B is upper triangular. Now if k g N and C s cq i j
g AkU Ayk , then c vanishes for k ) k . Hence C g U if and only ifq i j i j
C g U . Thus AkU Ayk l U s U holds for every k g N, and by Lemmaq q q
2.1, it only remains to show that U s U U .q y
 .Claim. If B s b g U, then B s CD for some upper unitriangulari j
matrix C g U and some lower triangular matrix D g U.
The proof is an application of Gauss' algorithm, which involves elemen-
 .tary matrices of the form B l [ 1 q lE , where l g K and i / j gi j i j
 41, . . . , n . Note that if B g U, then b g 1 q P has absolute valuenn l
y1  y1 .1. Therefore yb b g P for 1 F i F n y 1, whence B yb b gin nn l in in nn
U. Multiplication of B with the upper unitriangular matrix C [n
 y1 .  y1 .B yb b . . . B yb b g U on the left yields a matrix1, n 1n nn ny1, n ny1, n nn
C B g U whose last column vanishes, except for the diagonal entry.n
Continuing in this fashion, we construct upper unitriangular matrices
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C , . . . , C g U such that C ??? C B \ D is lower triangular. The matri-n 2 2 n
ces D and C [ Cy1 ??? Cy1 satisfy the requirement.n 2
 .For the computation of s A , it is convenient to assume that l G k yn
 .k q 1. We consider the set T of all matrices b such that b s d if1 i j i j i j
ly1 k  .k y k G 0, and b s  b p otherwise, where l [ l q k y ki j i j ksl i jk i j i ji j
and b g T.i jk
y1  . < <Claim. T is a transversal of AU A rU , hence s A s T .q q
We note first that
AU Ay1 s c : k ) k « c s 0 n c g d q P 3 .  . . 5q i j i j i j i j i j l i j
 .  . y1 nby 1 and 2 , whence T : AU A F U . Distinct elements of T are inq 1
distinct cosets of U , since they are in distinct cosets of U by Lemmaq
 .  . y1  .2.6 b . Now if D s d g AU A , there is C s c g DU such thati j q i j q
c s d whenever k G k . To see this, note that there are naturali j i j i j
numbers t and 0 s r - ??? - r s n such that k s ??? s k for0 t r q1 riy1 i
 .1 F i F t and such that k - k whenever 1 F i - j F t. Define Q s qr r i ji j
 .by q [ d if k s k , and q [ 0 otherwise. Then Q g U by 3 andi j i j i j i j q
 .  .2 , and Q is a block-matrix of the form Q s diag Q , . . . , Q , where1 t
r iyr iy1 y1  . y1Q g U . Now Q g U , and c s C [ DQ is of the desiredi l q i j
form, c s d q ` g p k, say, where g g T and c s d wheneveri j i j ksl i jk i jt i j i ji j
ly1 k  .  y1 .k G k . We set b [ d q  g p . Then b g T , and B C si j i j i j ksl i jk i j w l xi j
 y1 .  .y1  .y1B C s B C s C C s 1 , that is, B and C, hence Bw l x w l x w l x w l x w l x w l x w l x
and D, are in the same coset of U. Thus DU s BU actually, sinceq q
y1 y1  .D B g U l AU A s U . To complete the proof of a , note that,q q
since T has q elements, there are q k jyk i possibilities for choosing b ,i jl i j
. . . , b . Hence T has  q k jyk i s  q k jyk i elements.i jly1 k - k iF ji j
 . n  .b Set V [ V . Then V s U l SL n, K , where U is as in the proofl " " "
 . k ykof a . As above, one observes A V A l V s V , for all k g N. Now ifq q
B g V F U, there is an upper unitriangular matrix C g U and a lowerq
 .triangular matrix D g U such that B s CD. Then C g SL n, K , hencey
y1  .  .D s C B g SL n, K , so that C g U l SL n, K s V and D g V .q q y
We have proved that V is tidy for A. Now assume l G k y k q 1 andn 1
 . y1define T as above. Then T : SL n, K , and clearly T : AV A . Ifq
D g AV Ay1 F AU Ay1, there is B g T and C g U such that BC s D,q q q
 .  . y1  .by the proof of a . Since B, D g SL n, K , also C s B D g SL n, K .
Hence C g V , and DV s BV which shows that T is a transversal ofq q q
AV Ay1rV .q q
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COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose n G 2.
 .  .a If D : GL n, K denotes the subset of diagonalizable matrices,
then
 4 ny1min s D _ 1 s q , .
 .where s is the scale function on GL n, K .
 .  .b If D F SL n, K denotes the subset of diagonalizable matrices,
then
 4 2 ny1.min s D _ 1 s q , .
 .where s is the scale function on SL n, K .
 .Proof. a Note first that any diagonalizable matrix A is conjugate to a
diagonal matrix of the special form described in the previous theorem.
 .  . k jyk iHence, in view of Theorem 2.2 d , s A s  q for certain k F ???iF j 1
F k , and it is clear that any such sequence of integers can occur. In then
following, we suppose that k F ??? F k are given such that k ) k if1 n n 1
.k s ??? s k , the product above is 1 . Note that there is j - n such that1 n 0
k s ??? s k - k . Set kX [ k if i F j , and kX [ k if j - i F n.1 j j q1 i i 0 i j q1 00 0 0
Then  q k jyk i G  q k
X
jyk
X
i, because kX y kX F k y k whenever i F j.iF j iF j j i j i
Since we want to minimize  q k jyk i, we can therefore without loss ofiF j
generality assume that k s ??? s k and k s ??? s k , and actually1 j j q1 n0 0
k jyk i j0nyj0 .  .  .2that k s k q 1. Then  q s q . Now j n y j s nr2n 1 iF j 0 0
 .2  4y j y nr2 , as a function on j g 1, . . . , n y 1 , takes its minimum for0 0
 4  .j g 1, n y 1 , and the minimum is n y 1. This proves a .0
 .  .b Again, any diagonalizable matrix B g SL n, K is conjugate to a
 .matrix A s diag a , . . . , a of the special form described in Theorem 3.1.1 n
 =.XThen k q ??? qk s 0, since a ? . . . ? a g K has absolute value 1.1 n 1 n
Conversely, if integers k F ??? F k with k q ??? qk s 0 are given,1 n 1 n
 k1 k n.  .diag p , . . . , p g SL n, K . Hence any such sequence of integers oc-
curs. As above, we only need to discuss the case k ) k . Note thatn 1
 q k jyk i s qnjs12 jyny1.k j s q2njs1 jk j, since k s 0. Let J denote theiF j i
 . nset of k g Z satisfying k F ??? F k , k - k , and k q ??? qk s 0.i 1 n 1 n 1 n
 .  .Then b is proved if we can prove that n y 1 s min s J , where s :
 . n  .k ¬  jk . Hence suppose k g J. Then there is a minimal j suchi js1 j i 0
that k ) 0. We define kX [ k q 1 F 0, kX [ k y 1 G 0, and kX [ kj 1 1 n n j j0
for j s 2, . . . , n y 1. Then x [ n kX s y1 q n k G 0, and  j0y1 kXjsj j jsj j js1 j0 0
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s 1 q  j0y1 k s 1 y n k s yx. Thusjs1 j jsj j0
n ny1
jk s n y 1 q k q 1 q n k y 1 q jk .  .  . j 1 n j
js1 js2
n
Xs n y 1 q jk .  j
js1
j y1 n0
X Xs n y 1 q jk q jk .  j j
js1 jsj0
G n y 1 q j y 1 yx q j x .  .  .0 0
s n y 1 q x .
G n y 1.
For k s y1, k s ??? s k s 0, and k s 1, one obtains n jk s1 2 ny1 n js1 j
n y 1. This completes the proof.
 .COROLLARY 3.3. Let H F GL n, K denote the group of in¨ertible diago-
nal matrices. Then, for e¨ery l g N, the open compact subgroup U n ofl
 .GL n,K is tidy for e¨ery A g H. In particular, e¨ery diagonal matrix has
small tidy subgroups, and there is an open compact subgroup which is tidy for
e¨ery in¨ertible diagonal matrix. Analogous statements hold for the subgroup
 . n  .H l SL n, K and the open compact subgroups V of SL n, K .l
Proof. Fix l g N and put U [ U n. Every diagonal matrix A g H isl
conjugate to a diagonal matrix AX of the special form described in
 X.Theorem 3.1 by conjugation with a permutation matrix S, i.e., A s I A ,S
y1  .where I denotes the inner automorphism B ¬ SBS . Then I U is tidyS S
 X .  .for I A s A. But S normalizes U; hence I U s U is tidy for A.S S
4. SCALE FUNCTIONS ON THE PROJECTIVE GROUPS
LEMMA 4.1. Let G be a totally disconnected, locally compact group, and
ÄN a closed normal subgroup of G. Set G [ GrN, and let g denote the
Äquotient morphism G ª G. Suppose that x g G and that there is a subgroup
U of G which is tidy for x and satisfies x nUxyn l UN s x nUxyn l U for
Ä  .  .  .  .e¨ery n g Z. Then U [ g U is tidy for x [ g x , and s x s s x , where sÄ Ä Ä
Äand s denote the scale functions on G and G, respecti¨ ely.Ä
Ä ÄProof. Note first that U is an open and compact subgroup of G, since
quotient morphisms of topological groups are continuous and open. Set
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"k .k Ä "k Ä .kU [ F x Ux and U [ F x Ux . Then, by hypothesis,Ä Ä" k g N " k g N0 0
k yk Ä k yk k yk .x g y x g U m x yx g UN m x yx g U, for every k g Z and y gÄ Ä
Ä Ä .  .U. Hence g y g U if and only if y g U , that is, g U s U . Since" " " "
Ä Ä ÄU s U U , we conclude U s U U . Now, by the preceding, given k g Nq y q y
k yk Ä k yk .and y g U we have x g y x g U if and only if x yx g U, and sinceÄ Äq
U is tidy for x, this is the case if and only if x k yxyk g U , by Lemma 2.1.q
k yk Ä k yk Ä Ä .  .Hence x g y x g U if and only if x g y x g U . Thus U is tidy forÄ Ä Ä Ä q
Ä y1 Ä y1 y1w x w xx, using Lemma 2.1. Now xU x : U s xU x : U N l xU x sÄ Ä Äq q q q q
w y1 x  .  .xU x : U shows that s x s s x .Ä Äq q
 .THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that A g GL n, K is diagonalizable. If s and sÄ
 .  .denote the scale functions on GL n, K and PGL n, K , respecti¨ ely, then
Ä Ä .  .  .s A s s A , where A [ a A . An analogous statement holds for the scaleÄ
 .  .functions on SL n, K and PSL n, K .
 .Proof. It suffices to consider matrices of the form A s diag a , . . . , a ,1 n
=  .  . nwhere a g K and ord a F ??? F ord a . Let l g N. Then U [ Ui K 1 K n l
 .is an open compact subgroup of GL n, K which is tidy for A, by Theorem
 .  . k yk  k yk .3.1 a . If B s b g U and k g Z, then A BA s a b a . Notei j i i j j
that the diagonal entries of this matrix are in U 1. Hence if there is a matrixl
 =. k yk 1C g U and l g Z K such that A BA s Cl1, then l g U , whencel
k yk   .. k ykCl1 g U. Thus A UA l U Z GL n, K s A UA l U for every k g
 .Z, and the previous lemma can be applied. The proof for SL n, K and
 .PSL n, K is similar.
5. THE SPECIAL CASE n s 2
 .Provided that K is commutative, the scale functions on GL 2, K ,
 .  .  .SL 2, K , PGL 2, K , and PSL 2, K can be computed explicitly. We shall
make use of the following fact:
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that G is a linear algebraic group o¨er a local field
K, with scale function S. Suppose that the characteristic polynomial of A g G
w xsplits in separable irreducible factors in K X . Then
s A s s A , .  .h
where A denotes the semisimple part of A in its multiplicati¨ e Jordanh
Ädecomposition. Furthermore, if g : G ª G is a quotient morphism of topolog-
Ä  ..   ..ical groups, then s g A s s g A , where s is the scale function on G.Ä Ä Äh
w xProof. See Glockner 10, Theorem 4.2 .È
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COROLLARY 5.2. Let K be a commutati¨ e local field with absolute ¨alue
< <  .. [ mod , and let s denote the scale function on GL 2, K . For A gK
 .GL 2, K , let f denote the characteristic polynomial of A. ThenA
¡ y1< <l l if f splits in linear factors, where1 2 A~s A s . < < < < 4s A s l , l and l F l ; . 1 2 2 1¢
1 else.
 .The same formula holds for the scale function on SL 2, K . Further, if sÄ
 .  .  .denotes the scale function on PGL 2, K and a : GL 2, K ª PGL 2, K is
the canonical quotient morphism, s s s( a holds. An analogous formulaÄ
 .  .applies to the scale functions on SL 2, K and PSL 2, K .
 .  .Proof. Let us discuss the scale functions on GL 2, K and PGL 2, K
 .first. Suppose A g GL 2, K . If f splits in linear factors, we may assumeA
that A is diagonalizable by the preceding theorem; then the desired
 .formulae are just reformulations of Theorem 3.1 a and Theorem 4.2,
respectively.
w xNow suppose that f is irreducible in K X . If f is not separable, theA A
2 =  =. 2characteristic of K must be 2, and f s X q a for some a g K _ K .A
2  .2  2 .Thus A q a1 s 0 by Hamilton]Cayley, which proves s A s s A s 1
2  .   ..since A is in the centre of GL 2, K . Then clearly s a A s 1 as well.Ä
On the other hand, if f is separable, the matrix A has a uniqueA
multiplicative Jordan decomposition A s A A s A A , where A ish u u h h
semisimple and A is unipotent. By the preceding theorem, we haveu
 .  .   ..   ..s A s s A , and s a A s s a A . Hence we may assume that A isÄ Äh h
semisimple. Let K X denote a Galois extension of degree 2 over K which
< <X < < X wsplits f , and . the unique extension of . to K , see Cohn 4,A
x XProposition 8.5.3 . Then the zeros l and l of f in K are related by1 2 A
 .  X . < <Xl s t l , where t is the generator of Gal K rK ( C . Since also . (t2 1 2
< < < <X < <X < <X < <X Xextends . , we have . (t s . , hence l s l in particular. Let s1 2
 X. X . X y1 .denote the scale function on GL 2, K . Then s A s s A s 1 by
 .Theorem 3.1. By Theorem 2.2 e , A normalizes some open compact
 X.subgroup V of GL 2, K . Then A normalizes the open compact subgroup
 .  .  .  .U [ V l GL 2, K of GL 2, K ; hence s A s 1. Since a A normalizes
 .   ..a U , we also have s a A s 1.Ä
 .  .The assertion on the scale functions on SL 2, K and PSL 2, K can be
shown analogously.
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6. SCALE FUNCTIONS ON GROUPS OF UPPER
TRIANGULAR MATRICES
In the following, we compute the scale function on groups of upper
triangular matrices over local skew fields. First of all, we compute its
values on the diagonalizable matrices. If K is commutative, the diagonaliz-
 .able matrices are dense in T n, K , and the data computed determine s
completely.
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that K is a local skew field of module q, and
n g N.
 .  .  .a Suppose A [ diag a , . . . , a g T n, K . For 1 F i F n, set k1 n i
 . n  .[ ord a . Then W [ W is tidy for A, for e¨ery l g N, and s A sK i l
 q k jyk i.iF jn k F ki j
 .  .  .  X.b If K is commutati¨ e and B g T n, K , then s B s s B , where
X  .B [ diag b , . . . , b .11 nn
 . "k .kProof. a Set W [ F A WA . As in the proof of Theorem" k g N0
3.1, one recognizes that W is the set of all B g W which satisfyq
; i , j k ) k « b s 0, 4 .  .i j i j
and W can be described similarly. It is immediate from this conditiony
that AkW Ayk l W s W for all k g N. Hence W will be tidy if we canq q
show that W s W W . Again this is done using Gauss' algorithm. Supposeq y
 .  4C s c g W is given. Let J denote the set of those j g 1, . . . , n fori j 1
 4which k - k . Have J s j , . . . , j , say, where j - ??? - j . Then multi-1 j 1 1 r 1 r
 y1 .plication of A with the elementary matrix E [ B yc c on the left1 1 j 1 j j j1 1 11
 .adds a multiple of row j to the first row to the effect that the 1, j -entry1 1
X  y1 .of C s E C vanishes. Note that E g W, since ord yc c s1 1 K 1 j j j1 11
 .ord c G l, and actually E g W , since k - k by definition of J ,K 1 j 1 q 1 j 11 1
 .  .whence 4 does not pose any restriction on the 1, j -entry for a matrix in1
W to belong to W . Then CX g W, and recursively, we can make theq
 .  .1, j , . . . , 1, j -entries of C vanish by left multiplication with elementary2 r
matrices which belong to W , and then proceed in the same way on rows 2q
 .to n y 1. As the result, we find D g W such that F s f [ DC g Wq i j
has the property that f vanishes whenever k - k . But this is just thei j i j
condition for F to belong to W . Hence C s Dy1F g W W , as required.y q y
 .  4To compute s A , we choose l G max k y k : 1 F i, j F n q 1. Notei j
that
AW Ay1 s c g T n , K : k ) k « c s 0 n c g d q P , .  .  . 5q i j i j i j i j i j l i j
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 .  .where l [ l q k y k . Let T denote the set of all matrices C s ci j i j i j
such that c s d whenever i G j or k G k , and c s ly1 g p k withi j i j i j i j ksl i jki j
g g T whenever j ) i and k - k .i jk i j
We claim that T is a transversal of AW Ay1rW . To see this, note firstq q
 .that since W F W, Lemma 2.6 d shows that distinct elements of T lie inq
distinct cosets of W . Now if C g AW Ay1 is given, there is F g W suchq q q
 . y1that D s d [ CF g AW A has the property that d s d when-i j q i j i j
 .ever k G k . To find such an F, note first that ord c G li j K i j
 y1 .if k s k . In the case that k s k , set E [ B yc c .i j ny1 n ny1, n ny1, ny1 ny1, n
Then E g W, since ycy1 c g P and n y 1 - n. Indeed, E gny1, ny1 ny1, n l
 .W by 4 , since we assume k s k . In the case that k / k , we setq ny1 n ny1 n
 X . y1E [ 1. Then, in both cases, the matrix CE \ c g AW A has thei j q
property that c s 0 for every j ) n y 1 such that k s k . Proceed-ny1, j ny1 j
ing similarly on the rows n y 2, . . . , 1, we obtain a matrix F g W such1 q
 .that the i, j -entries of CF vanish for all i - j such that k s k . Let F1 i j 2
denote the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the inverses of the
diagonal entries of CF . Then F [ F F g W , and D [ CF has the1 1 2 q
required form. For i - j and k - k , the matrix entries d of D havei j i j
expansions d s ` g p k, where g g T ; if i G j or k G k , we havei j ksl i jk i jk i ji j
 . ly1 kd s d . Then G [ g g T , where g s  g p if i - j andi j i j i j i j ksl i jki j
 .k - k , and g s d else. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 a , onei j i j i j
recognizes that Gy1D g W, so that Gy1D g W l AW Ay1 s W . Henceq q
C, D, and G are in the same coset of W .q
 . k jyk iThe formula for s A follows from this, since T has  qi- jn k - ki j
elements.
 .b Now assume that K is commutative. Let E denote the set of all
 .  .matrices B s b g T n, K such that b / b for i / j. Then any B g Ei j i i j j
 .  . y1 Xis diagonalizable in T n, K : There is S g T n, K such that SBS s B ,
X  .  .  X.where B [ diag b , . . . , b . Hence s B s s B in this case, by Theo-11 nn
 . Xrem 2.2 d . Since s and the mapping B ¬ B are continuous, and since E
 .  .  X.  .is dense in T n, K , we have s B s s B , for every B g T n, K .
7. APPLICATIONS
As a first application, we use our partial knowledge of the scale function
wto compute the modular functions; compare Bourbaki 3, Sect. 2, No. 11,
xand Sect. 3, No. 3 for a different approach.
PROPOSITION 7.1. Suppose K is a local skew field with module q, and
n g N.
 .  .  .  .  .a GL n, K , SL n, K , PGL n, K , and PSL n, K are unimodular.
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 .  .  .b Let D denote the modular function on T n, K . If A s a gi j
 .  . k jyk i  .T n, K , then D A s  q , where k [ ord a for 1 F i F n.iF j i K i i
 .Proof. a Being a homomorphism into an abelian group, the modular
function D of a locally compact group factors through the commutator
 .  .X  .  .Xsubgroup. Since SL n, K s SL n, K and PSL n, K s PSL n, K , these
 .groups are unimodular, and SL n, K is in the kernel of the modular
 .  .function of GL n, K . Now SL n, K and the diagonal matrices of the
 . =  .form A [ diag a, 1, . . . , 1 , where a g K , generate GL n, K . Hencea
 .  .GL n, K is unimodular provided we can prove D A s 1 for every a,a
 .  y1 .  .that is, s A s s A in view of Theorem 2.2 c . But this holds, since bya a
 .  .  y1 . ny1. <ord K a. <Theorem 3.1 a , s A s s A s q . A similar argument ap-a a
 .plies to PGL n, K .
 .  .  .  .b Given A s a g T n, K , set B [ diag a , . . . , a . Then C [i j 11 nn
y1 w xAB is upper unitriangular, hence unipotent. Lemma 4.1 in 10 shows
 .  .  .that C is a compact element: hence D C s 1. Thus D A s D B , and we
 .can assume without loss of generality that A is diagonal. Set k [ ord ai K ii
 .  . y1and h [ ord d , where d s A . Then h s yk for 1 F i F n,i K i i i j i i
y1  .  .since d s a . If s denotes the scale function on T n, K , Theorem 6.1 ai i i i
yields
s A s q k jyk i and . 
iFjnk Fki j
s Ay1 s q h jyh i s qy k jyk i. . .  
iFjnh Fh iFjnk Gki j i j
 .  .  y1 .y1 k jyk iHence D A s s A s A s  q .iF j
As a second application, we shall demonstrate that the scale function
yields enough information to distinguish between linear groups over local
skew fields with distinct modules.
It is known that the latter cannot be isomorphic: Indeed, if F , F are1 2
 .  .any skew fields and n , n G 2, then PSL n , F ( PSL n , F implies1 2 1 1 2 2
w xthat n s n and that F and F are isomorphic or antiisomorphic, see 6 ,1 2 1 2
w xalso 11, 17, 18 . Further, if two local skew fields F and F are alge-1 2
braically isomorphic, they are topologically isomorphic, whence they have
the same module. The reason for this is that every local skew field admits,
up to equivalence, precisely one discrete absolute value which is non-trivial
< <on the centre. To see this, suppose that . denotes an absolute value on a
local skew field K which induces the locally compact topology, and
< <Xsuppose that . is any discrete absolute value on K which is non-trivial
on the centre. Since on a finite dimensional vector space over a local field
w xthere is precisely one vector space topology 20 , it suffices to show that the
restrictions of these absolute values to the centre of K are equivalent.
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Therefore we may assume that K is commutative. Choose a prime p /
p X .char K and define f : K ª K by x ¬ x . Then f is analytic and f 1 s
p / 0. Hence f is locally invertible, and there is e ) 0 such that x g K
< < w xhas a pth root if x y 1 - e , see 19, Part II, Chap. II . Suppose that
< =<  : q < < < <XK 9 s r F R . If . and . were inequivalent, the Artin]Whaples
w xApproximation Theorem 2, 4 would yield an element x g K such that
< <X < < < <Xx s r and x y 1 - e . This is a contradiction, since x s r implies that
x cannot have a pth root.
In view of the preceding, the present application is primarily intended to
illustrate that, in certain situations, even partial knowledge of s can
facilitate proofs of interesting results no matter whether these can be
.obtained by other techniques or not .
The proof of the following lemma requires some basic facts on simulta-
neous diagonalization of matrices over skew fields, which we briefly recall
for the reader's convenience: Let F be a skew field, with centre C, and
 .f g End V , where V is a finite-dimensional right vector space over F.F
We consider V as a vector space over the commutative field C for the
 .moment, and f as a C-linear map. Let s f : C denote the set of
 .eigenvalues of f in C, and for l g s f , let V denote the respectivel
eigenspace of f. Then the sum  V is direct. We call f diagonaliz-lg s f . l
able o¨er the centre of F if [ V s V. Note that every V is anl llg s f .
 .F-vector subspace of V indeed. This implies that s f is finite, and that f
is diagonalizable over the centre if and only if there exists an F-basis
 .e , . . . , e and l , . . . , l g C such that f e s e l for all i.1 n 1 n i i i
 .Now suppose that V : End V is a set of commuting endomorphismsF
all of which are diagonalizable over the centre of F; let us show by
 .induction on n s dim V that the endomorphisms in V are simultane-F
ously diagonalizable. This is clear if n s 1; hence assume n G 2 and
assume that the claim holds for all dimensions - n. If every f g V has
precisely one eigenvalue l, then f s l id is an element of the centre of
 .End V and is diagonal with respect to any basis of V, from which theF
assertion follows. Otherwise, there exists f g V which has at least two
 .distinct eigenvalues. Choose l g s f , and set W [ [ V .0 llg s f ._l 40
Then V s V [ W, where V and W are invariant under V and havel l0 0
dimensions - n. By the induction hypothesis, the restrictions of the
endomorphisms in V to these invariant subspaces are simultaneously
diagonalizable; hence so are the endomorphisms in V.
LEMMA 7.2. Suppose that F is a skew field, char K / 2, and 2 F n g N.
 .   . 4a M [ diag a , . . . , a : a s "1 is a maximal elementary abelian1 n i
 .2-subgroup of GL n, F , and any maximal elementary abelian 2-subgroup of
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 .GL n, F is a conjugate of M. The corresponding statements hold for the
 .  .subgroup M l SL n, F of SL n, F .
 .In particular, any maximal elementary abelian 2-subgroup of GL n, F has
n  .2 elements, and any maximal elementary abelian 2-subgroup of SL n, F
n ny1  =.X  =.Xhas 2 or 2 elements, according to whether y1 g F or y1 f F .
 =.XIf F is a local skew field with centre C, then y1 g F if and only if
w xF : C is e¨en.
 .  .b A matrix A g GL n, F is diagonalizable if and only if it centralizes
 .a maximal elementary abelian 2-subgroup of GL n, F . If n G 3, the analo-
 .gous statement holds for matrices in SL n, F .
 .Proof. Suppose that A g GL n, F centralizes M. Then A is diagonal
if a / 0 for some i / j, we have AB / BA for the matrix B g M all ofi j
 . .whose diagonal entries are 1 except for the i, i -entry, which is y1 .
Hence if A2 s 1, we have A g M. This implies the maximality of M. Now
 . 2suppose that N F GL n, F and A s 1 for all A g N. Then N is
n  .abelian. Given A g N, every x g F decomposes as x s x q Ax r2 q
 .  .  .x y Ax r2, where A x " Ax s " x " Ax . Since "1 is in the centre of
F, the matrix A is diagonalizable over the centre. By the preceding, the
 .matrices in N are simultaneously diagonalizable: There is an S g SL n, F
y1  .such that SNS : M. Clearly N is maximal in GL n, F if and only if
y1  .  .equality holds. Note that SNS F M l SL n, F if N F SL n, F , with
 .equality if and only if N is maximal in SL n, F . We have proved the first
 .  .  .half of a . To prove b , suppose A g GL n, F . Then, by the above
argument, A is diagonal if and only if A commutes with every matrix
B g M. Similarly, if n G 3, the matrix A is diagonal if and only if it
 . centralizes M l SL n, F . If A is not diagonal, then a / 0 for somei j
 4  4  .i / j. Pick k g 1, . . . , n _ i, j . Then AB / BA, where B g M l SL n, F
 .is the matrix all of whose diagonal entries are 1, except for the i, i and
 . .  .k,k -entries, which are y1. Together with the first half of a , these
 .observations imply b .
Now if F is a local skew field, then F is a division algebra over its centre
w x w xC. Let S be a splitting field for F, see Draxl 7 , also Cohn 5 . Then
 . 2 w x  =.XSm F ( M r, S , where r s F : C . Since F is the kernel of theC
w x  =.X  .rreduced norm 7 , one has y1 g F if and only if det y1 s 1, whichS
holds if and only if r is even. This completes the proof.
THEOREM 7.3. Suppose that 2 F n , n g N and let K and K be local1 2 1 2
skew fields whose characteristics are different from 2, with modules q and q ,1 2
respecti¨ ely.
 .  .  .a If GL n , K and GL n , K are isomorphic topological groups,1 1 2 2
then n s n and q s q .1 2 1 2
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 .  .  .b If K and K are commutati¨ e and SL n , K ( SL n , K , the1 2 1 1 2 2
same conclusion holds.
 .  .Proof. Suppose that f : GL n , K ª GL n , K is an isomorphism.1 1 2 2
 .Choose a maximal elementary abelian 2-subgroup M of GL n , K . Then1 1
 .  .f M is a maximal elementary abelian 2-subgroup of GL n , K . Hence2 2
n1 < < <  . < n2  .2 s M s f M s 2 by Lemma 7.2 a , which forces n s n . Now1 2
 .  .  .Lemma 7.2 b and Corollary 3.2 a show that q s q . The proof of b is1 2
 .similar, using Corollary 5.2 combined with Corollary 3.2 b if n s n s 2.1 2
COROLLARY 7.4. Let p and p be prime numbers and 2 F n , n g N.1 2 1 2
 .  .Then GL n , Q and GL n , Q are isomorphic topological groups if and1 p 2 p1 2
only if p s p and n s n . The corresponding assertion for the special linear1 2 1 2
groups is also true.
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